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        Feeling bloated? It could be gluten

        
        	
Fed up with feeling uncomfortably bloated? You're not alone. It's one of the most common symptoms of gluten intolerance.*

But it doesn't have to be this way!

Whether you're experiencing symptoms occasionally or on a daily basis, we want to help.

Head to our ‘It could be gluten’ hub to learn more, there’s even a link to a self-assessment symptom checker.
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        Deliciously Gluten Free Living

        
            
From crisp toasted Tiger Bloomers to soft, fluffy Scotch Pancakes - we're all about Deliciously Gluten Free baked goods that never compromise on taste and quality.

Whether you're new to Genius or you've been with us for a while, you'll find loads of tasty baked goods to enjoy.

           Check out our range[image: ]
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As bakers we love cookies and use them on our website too. If you’re browsing here, we’ll assume you love cookies too. If not, you can change your settings at any time. Find out more.
Accept


Privacy & Cookies Policy
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                Privacy Overview
                
                    This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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                    Always Enabled                         

                        
                            
                                Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.
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                                Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.
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            [image: I've found a bread that doesn't set off my IBS 🥹 #ibsawarenessmonth #ibs #ibsproblems #bloatingproblems #bloatingtips #IBSlife]
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            [image: Brunch inspo that’s just like our favourite weekends: fresh but with a little bit of heat ☀️  You NEED to try our delicious gluten free crumpets topped with zesty smashed avocado and air-fryer tomatoes cooked in chilli jam. Bringing brunch without the bloat AND a sprinkle of spice 😍☀️   #itcouldbegluten #inventedbygenius #deliciouslyglutenfree #brunchinspo #brunchideas #glutenfreebrunch #gfbreakfast #glutenfreecrumpets #crumpetinspo #crumpetrecipe #glutenfreerecipe #airfryerrecipe #airfryertips]
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            [image: Lunch at 1pm, bloated by 2pm? You’re not alone. 90% of the population says they suffer from bloating 🎈  We recommend reaching for our gluten free bread instead when prepping your sandwich. That super simple swap could be the answer to your post-lunch bloat. And doesn’t it look utterly delicious. 😍   #DeliciouslyGlutenFree #Geniusglutenfree #GeniusFoods #glutenfree #glutenfreeuk #Freefrom #glutenfreeliving #glutenfreefood #lunchinspo #lunchhack #bloatinghack #bloatingtips #bloatingproblems]
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            [image: We’ve been cooking up something... say Gluten Tag to easy gluten free dating. No more first kiss concerns. Just loveeee ❤️ #glutentag #glutenfreedating #geniusfoodofficial]
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            [image: ANOTHER Easter Giveaway ft. this delicious lamb & mint sandwich (perfect for lamb leftovers) 🐣  Can you tell we are feeling generous this Easter??? This Easter Sunday we’ve teamed up with our pals at @ourplace to help you level up your sandwiches for spring 🌸  For your chance to WIN a @geniusfoodsofficial bread bundle AND a @Ourplace Always Pan simply:  🐣 Follow @geniusfoodsofficial and @ourplace 🐣 Tag 3 GF lovin’ pals in the comments 🐣 Share this post to your stories  Winner will be announced on Monday 8th April and contacted by @geniusfoodsofficial account. T&C’s apply.   #geniusfoods #ourplace #alwayspan #lambsandwich #eastersunday #eastersandwich]
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            [image: WIN! The ULTIMATE indulgence stack 🥞 🍫 This Easter weekend we’ve teamed up with our pals at @rhythm108 to not only bring you this mega stack but to give you the chance to make it yourself too! 🤩  For your chance to WIN a @geniusfoodsofficial bundle AND a @rhythm108 bundle simply:  🥞 Follow @geniusfoodsofficial and @rhythm108 🍫 Tag 3 chocolate lovin’ pals in the comments 🥞 Share this post to your stories  Winner will be announced on Tuesday 2nd April and contacted by @geniusfoodsofficial account. T&C’s apply.   #geniusfoods #easterpancakes #eastertreat #permissibleindulgence #easterpancake #pancakelover #rhythm108 #chocolatelover #easterchocolate #easter #easterdessert]
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            [image: When you’re peacefully trying to indulge in your Easter goodies and suddenly you are super bloated🤢 Are you in the 90% of people who suffer from bloating? We’re here with some of the office’s top tips to avoid it this Easter.  🍞Remove (or even just reduce) gluten from your diet. Even if you are not Coeliac or Gluten Intolerant, gluten may still be the cause of that unwanted bloat.   🍔 Eat actual meals and not just sweet treats to increase nutrients and energy... oh & avoid the sugar crashes!  🍓 Strawberries on pancakes? Yes please. Adding fruit to your Easter treats is a great way of getting more goodness into the body  🫣 Be careful of treats that sneakily have gluten in - why does some chocolate need it?! 🍫😫  🥕 Load up on veggies for extra goodness on your Sunday lunch & don’t overdo it on your portion sizes   🍫 Opt for dark choc! 75%+ choc can help reduce bloating due to it’s anti-inflammatory properties  #itcouldbegluten #inventedbygenius #deliciouslyglutenfree #eastertips #glutenfreetips #gftips #gflife #glutenfreelife #easter #gfeaster #freefromeaster #easterinspo]
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            [image: The jury might be out on sweet or savoury at Easter, but one thing we can all agree on is Easter without the bloat is a must amirite? 🤝   #itcouldbegluten #inventedbygenius #deliciouslyglutenfree #easterbonnet #easterrecipe #easterlife #easter #easterinspo #eggsontoast #glutenfreerecipe #glutenfreelife #gfcrumpets #gfbread]
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            [image: THE ULTIMATE DAY OUT GIVEAWAY 🤝 Fancy a bloat-free day out? We’re giving you the opportunity to WIN a £150 Virgin Experience Days gift card PLUS a Genius Tiger Loaf bundle to keep you fuelled.  For your chance to WIN, simply follow @geniusfoodofficial, tag 3 pals who would love to join you on your day out in the comments and share this post to your stories (tag us so we can see it 👀)  We’ll contact a winner via DM on 2nd April 2024🐣 T&C’s apply via linkinbio.   #Competition #GeniusFoodsOfficial #GlutenFree #VirginExperience]
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            [image: Make an Easter bonnet better than ours for your chance to WIN a case of Genius pancakes on us!   Yup, long gone is the tradition of wearing new clothes at Easter.   Enter: new ways to eat pancakes at Easter 🫶  One to make with the kids or simply one to stick on the Easter spread table this year... all without the bloat! 🤩 Tag us and we’ll pick a favourite to WIN a case of Genius pancakes! 🥞    #itcouldbegluten #inventedbygenius #deliciouslyglutenfree #easterbonnet #easterrecipe #easterlife #easter #easterinspo #pancakes #glutenfreerecipe #glutenfreekids #glutenfreelife #gfpancakes]
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            Be the first to hear news, genius tips and more, join our mailing list:
            
             sign me up! [image: ] 
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            Tuck into our latest news

            Stay up to date with everything in the world of Genius Food

            
                

 













 Your email

     

 First name

     

 Last name

     

Want to be the first to hear about exciting new products, mouth-watering recipes and awesome offers? Tick this box!











            

        

    


















